
Leading the Way in HIPAA Education,  Abyde
Receives PACE & COPE Approval

TAMPA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, March 8, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --  Abyde is proud to

announce that they have officially received the Academy of General Dentistry (AGD) Program

Approval for Continuing Education (PACE). This approval comes in addition to their qualification

for offering the Council on Optometric Practitioner Education (COPE) live and virtual courses -

Our latest approvals by

PACE and COPE are

additional validation for our

industry-leading,

educational-first approach.”

Matt DiBlasi

further cementing themselves as the preeminent source

for comprehensive, yet simple, educational content. 

As an organization composed of HIPAA experts and

thought-leaders, receiving PACE and COPE approval is

another integral step for Abyde towards helping

independent providers navigate the complexities of

compliance. Abyde’s mission has always put education at

the forefront and they are thrilled to get the opportunity to

share their message with an even greater audience. 

“As an organization, we are passionate about delivering an educational message that is relevant

and easy to follow for medical practices of all sizes,” asserted Abyde’s President and Co-founder,

Matt DiBlasi. “Our latest approvals by PACE and COPE are additional validation for our industry

leading, educational-first approach.” 

Abyde’s engaging content helps to simplify otherwise complicated and convoluted government

requirements in a way that’s easy to digest. By defining practice roles and responsibilities, as well

as providing guidance for actually achieving complete compliance, Abyde hopes to bring peace

of mind in the fact that HIPAA doesn’t have to be all that confusing.

While the PACE approval and COPE qualification are two exciting milestones in their ongoing

mission, when it comes to sharing valuable education within the healthcare space - this is only

just the beginning. Abyde looks forward to providing several courses in the coming months and

helping to make HIPAA compliance easy to understand and truly stress-free. 

About Abyde

Abyde is a healthcare technology company on a mission to revolutionize HIPAA compliance for

medical professionals. Launched in 2016, Abyde has become the preeminent solution for

http://www.einpresswire.com


independent practices to achieve and maintain government-mandated HIPAA compliance,

serving thousands of practices across the nation. The industry leader, Abyde combines intuitive

software with personal support for an experience so simple, ‘easy’ is an understatement. To see

how, visit abyde.com today.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/564914055

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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